No. 46

THURSDAY, 30 APRIL 2020

(At 10.00 o’clock a.m.)

(Date of Meeting altered under authority of Proclamation of Her Excellency the Governor, issued in accordance with Section 13 of the Constitution Act 1934 (Act No. 94 of 1934))

Notices of Motion

254 The Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Management to move—That the House:—
   (1) Acknowledges the incredible efforts and sacrifice of our volunteers and emergency services personnel this bushfire season.
   (2) Pays tribute to the 33 people who have lost their lives from bushfires in the 2019-20 season and offers condolences to their families and friends and their communities.
   (3) Notes that nine of those were brave firefighters who made the ultimate sacrifice to protect their communities including three volunteer New South Wales Rural Fire Service firefighters, three United States aerial firefighting tanker crew, two Forest Fire Management Victoria firefighters and one Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning firefighter.
   (4) Further notes that it was with great honour and humility that the Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Management represented the Tasmanian Government at the NSW State Memorial Service on 23 February 2020 to pay tribute to the people who lost their lives during the unprecedented NSW bushfire season. (3 March 2020)

255 The Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Management to move—That the House:—
   (1) Recognises the bravery and dedication of Tasmania Fire Service and State Emergency Service personnel who were deployed in Tasmania, and also interstate over the 2019-20 bushfire season.
   (2) Notes that over a five month period, 576 Tasmanian firefighters were deployed to New South Wales, Queensland, the ACT, and Victoria and these included TFS volunteers, career firefighters, Parks and Wildlife staff, and Sustainable Timber Tasmania staff.
   (3) Further notes that Tasmanians were deployed to South Australia as part of the Australian Defence Force reserve call out.
   (4) Thanks all those for volunteering to keep people safe in their own communities, and also in communities right across the country. (3 March 2020)

256 The Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Management to move—That the House:—
   (1) Recognises the leadership and staff of the Tasmania Fire Service over the 2019-20 fire season.
   (2) Notes that under the Chief Officer, the Tasmania Fire Service was well prepared for the 2019-20 bushfire season helping the State to avoid catastrophic impacts, despite there being multiple hot days equal to or worse than 1967.
   (3) Further notes that due to strong community engagement and evolving emergency management practices based on historic reviews, there has been no loss of life in Tasmania from bushfires, and only minimal property loss in the past two years.
(4) Thanks all fire agency personnel for their magnificent efforts to keep Tasmanians safe and urges all Tasmanians to use the cooler months to plan and prepare for the next bushfire season. (3 March 2020)

257 Ms Standen to move—That the House:—
(1) Notes the recent Select Committee report on Housing Affordability.
(2) Recognises the tightening of the rental market affects 1 in 4 households.
(3) Further notes that the Minister for Housing, Hon. Roger Jaensch MP:—
(a) has not acknowledged the report or any of the 61 recommendations; and
(b) promised Tasmanians 2,400 new homes over 8 years and has delivered only 585 new homes in 6 years.
(4) Further recognises the Select Committee report includes six recommendations in relation to short stay accommodation (SSA), including that the Tasmania Government:—
(a) develops a more sophisticated and flexible approach to regulating the SSA sector in areas of high demand for affordable housing; and
(b) examine evidence in support of placing a cap on the number of nights that properties can be used for SSA in the Hobart area and other parts of Tasmania where there has been a shift towards SSA at the expense of long-term rentals.
(5) Calls upon the Government to act immediately on recommendation 8 of the Inquiry: The Committee recommends the Tasmanian Government place a freeze on the number of short stay accommodation permits that can be issued for entire dwellings in areas of high demand for rental housing until market conditions ease. (3 March 2020)

258 Ms O’Connor to move—That the House:—
(1) Acknowledges the hydrotherapy pool at the Glenorchy KGV facility has increased its pricing 4 fold in recent months, resulting in groups such as Arthritis Tasmania no longer able to continue to provide easily affordable and accessible services to its members.
(2) Agrees as the hydrotherapy pool in question is publicly funded, and should be accessible to those community members who need it most, not limited to, but including, those living with disability and the elderly.
(3) Recognises the incredible work of groups such as Arthritis Tasmania to support and improve the lives of people living with debilitating conditions, and their vital importance and value in our communities.
(4) Calls on the Minister for Health, Hon. Sarah Courtney MP to investigate this issue, and commit to working with Glenorchy City Council to ensure the hydrotherapy pool at KGV is made financially and logistically accessible to groups such as Arthritis Tasmania and the people they support. (3 March 2020)

259 Ms O’Byrne to move—That the House notes that:—
(1) The Tasmanian Parliament has a strong history of condemning family violence.
(2) The comments by Order of Australian recipient Ms Bettina Arndt in relation to the murder of a woman and her children that ‘keeping an open mind and awaiting proper evidence, including the possibility that Rowan Baxter may have been driven too far’ have been condemned by survivors, advocate and parliaments around Australia.
(3) The history of commentary by Ms Arndt includes shaming of victims, public sympathies with paedophiles and that her views on sexual violence should not be endorsed on a national stage.
(4) That violence and the condoning of violence are unacceptable.
(5) The Order of Australia is an honour that is bestowed with great privilege and brings with it responsibility.
(6) The bestowing of an Order of Australia brings with it tacit approval for the comments and actions of the recipient.
(7) The selection of recipients of an Order of Australia should not bring either the award or her Majesty the Queen into disrepute.
(8) This House joins with survivors and advocates to call on the Council of the Order of Australia consider cancellation of Ms Arndt ‘s Order of Australia. (3 March 2020)
NOTICES OF MOTION

Ms O'Connor to move—That the House:—

(1) Notes the Liberals’ Expressions of Interest for private developments in public protected lands is privatising public land and alienating Tasmanians from places they treasure.

(2) Acknowledges that since the Liberal Government came into power in 2014, the number of exclusive leases over protected areas has doubled to 136.

(3) Understands that since 2014, the number of licences to operate on National Parks and reserves has increased from 152 to 515.

(4) Recognises the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre has written to the UNESCO World Heritage Committee raising significant concerns about the Lake Malbena proposal.

(5) Further notes the Australian Heritage Council warned bureaucrats the sound of helicopters accessing Lake Malbena in the Walls of Jerusalem National Park would compromise the wilderness values crucial to the area’s internationally recognised World Heritage status.

(6) Further notes the comments of Deputy Secretary of Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and the Environment, Jason Jacobi, that his department has “absolutely” helped tourism proponents through the EOI process.

(7) Reaffirms the longstanding role of DPIPWE and the Parks and Wildlife Service as a land manager, whose primary objective is the protection and management of public land.

(8) Condemns the EOI process being facilitated through the Office of the Coordinator General.

(9) Laments the Liberals’ politicisation of the Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service which has diminished its public standing as an agency that once prioritised the protection of natural and cultural values over commercial development. (3 March 2020)

Ms O'Connor to move—That the House:—

(1) Notes that, within 24 hours of the Gutwein Government using WorkSafe Tasmania to target peaceful protesters in the takayna/Tarkine, pro-loggers violently attacked those same protesters.

(2) Acknowledges it was only by chance that nobody was hurt when a car with three forest protesters inside it was repeatedly and violently rammed.

(3) Further notes the takayna/Tarkine forest camp was also vandalised in May 2019.

(4) Recognises the dog whistling and demonisation of Tasmanians who are defending ancient forests has given license to thuggery.

(5) Understands the Liberals’ escalation of forest logging and devotion to the politics of division has consequences.

(6) Further notes with shame that Liberal Members of Parliament have refused to condemn this violent behaviour.

(7) Calls on the Premier, Hon. Peter Gutwein MP to urgently condemn all violence against individuals protesting in Tasmania’s forests to prevent further attacks on peaceful protestors. (3 March 2020)

Mrs Rylah to move—That the House:—

(1) Acknowledges the Gutwein Liberal Government for its continued investment in infrastructure with the upgrade of the Wynyard to Marrawah corridor of the Bass Highway through its $40 million contribution.

(2) Recognises another successful collaboration between the Federal Coalition and Liberal State Governments delivering a total spend of $100 million to fund these much needed Bass Highway upgrades.

(3) Notes the high volume of heavy vehicles now using this 122km stretch of road due to the strong growth in forestry and agriculture and welcomes the new upgrades which will prioritise safety with four more passing lanes, shoulder widening and curve alignment.

(4) Further notes by improving the safety of the major arterial road the regions of the coast will be better connected making job opportunities more accessible.
NOTICES OF MOTION

(5) Records this project continues delivering on our Gutwein Liberal Government 30-year infrastructure strategy, adding to Tasmania’s liveability and sustainability as our population increases.

(6) Further notes by linking our producers, safely and time efficiently, to our ports, the Gutwein Liberal Government is facilitating greater export opportunities and strengthening our local economies.

(7) Appreciates the upgrade addresses the ongoing safety concerns at the Boat Harbour Primary School.

(8) Condemns Labor for its year of failure on the Bass Highway west of Wynyard and its total disregard and under-funding of this critical road infrastructure.

(9) Congratulates the Gutwein Liberal Government for delivering important, safe and efficient transport links throughout our State for locals, employers and tourists alike. (4 March 2020)

263 The Minister for Primary Industries and Water to move—That the House:—

(1) Recognises that the Bushy Park Show was held on 15 February 2020 at the Bushy Park Showgrounds.

(2) Notes that the Show, initially established in 1865 as a garden show, is one of the oldest regional shows in Australia and has grown over the years to showcase local produce and entertainment in a family friendly and country style manner.

(3) Further notes that the Show featured wood chopping, equestrian events, cattle and sheep showing competitions as well as the hard fought Pollie Peel Off.

(4) Acknowledges the support of the Tasmanian majority Liberal Government in funding a grant of $12,000 to enable the purchase of a lawnmower to maintain the Showgrounds, as well as electrical upgrades on the site.

(5) Congratulates the Bushy Park show committee, organisers and volunteers of this wonderful event, for their invaluable efforts. (4 March 2020)

264 The Minister for Primary Industries and Water to move—That the House:—

(1) Recognises that the Evandale Village Fair & Penny Farthing Championships were held on 22 February 2020.

(2) Notes that the Fair and Championships, first held in 1983, attracts penny farthing enthusiasts from all around the country as well as overseas.

(3) Further notes the event is recognised internationally as the largest annual event in the world devoted to racing antique bicycles, and is officially recognised by the Guinness World Records.

(4) Acknowledges the event has won numerous tourism awards, both in Tasmania and nationally.

(5) Further acknowledges the support of the Tasmanian majority Liberal Government in funding a grant of $1,500 to assist with the planning and hosting of this wonderful community event.

(6) Congratulates and acknowledges the committee, organisers and volunteers of this wonderful event. (4 March 2020)

265 Ms O’Connor to move—That the House:—

(1) Notes the Electorate of Clark is home to some of the wealthiest Tasmanians, and also the most disadvantaged.

(2) Acknowledges that a significant proportion of the disadvantaged in Hobart’s northern suburbs are suffering socially and economically due to the proliferation of poker machines along what is colloquially known as the ‘golden mile’.

(3) Further acknowledges that $19 million a year is lost by Glenorchy residents each year through the poker machines in the ‘golden mile’.

(4) Understands that over the next 20 years those losses will be close to $380 million.

(5) Further notes the comments of the Honourable Member for Clark, Ms Ogilvie, on social media that she ‘secured’ the Liberal Government’s $1.3 million jobs hub in Glenorchy.

(6) Agrees that the losses through poker machines dwarf the $1.3 million jobs hub the Gutwein Government have promised Ms Ogilvie.

(7) Calls on Ms Ogilvie to reconsider the way she represents her community, remember her previous strong opposition to the Liberals dangerous gambling policy, and commit
to voting against the Liberals' pokies enabling legislation when it comes before State Parliament. (4 March 2020)

266 Ms O'Connor to move—That the House:—
(1) Recognises the critical role that quality journalism and news media play in transparency and accountability for government and strengthening Australia's democratic system.
(2) Acknowledges the unparalleled contribution Australian Associated Press (AAP) has made to the Australian news landscape across 85 years.
(3) Understands the AAP has provided not only an essential foundation for daily news reporting right across Australia, but also the foundation for the careers of many journalists.
(4) Notes with deep sorrow the announcement of the AAP’s closure.
(5) Extends the gratitude and best wishes of the House to the more than 500 staff across the country who will be directly affected by this announcement.
(6) Further acknowledges with thanks all those dedicated professionals who worked so diligently for the AAP across its long history, and expresses its hope that the decision to end AAP will be reversed. (4 March 2020)

267 Mrs Rylah to move—That the House:—
(1) Acknowledges the Gutwein Liberal Government for its continued investment in infrastructure with the upgrade of the Wynyard to Marrawah corridor of the Bass Highway through its $40 million contribution.
(2) Recognises another successful collaboration between the Federal Coalition and Liberal State Governments delivering a total spend of $100 million to fund these much needed Bass Highway upgrades.
(3) Notes the high volume of heavy vehicles now using this 122km stretch of road due to the strong growth in forestry and agriculture and welcomes the new upgrades which will prioritise safety with four more passing lanes, shoulder widening and curve alignment.
(4) Further notes by improving the safety of the major arterial road the regions of the coast will be better connected making job opportunities more accessible.
(5) Records this project continues delivering on our Gutwein Liberal Government 30-year infrastructure strategy, adding to Tasmania's liveability and sustainability as our population increases.
(6) Further notes by linking our producers, safely and time efficiently, to our ports, the Gutwein Liberal Government is facilitating greater export opportunities and strengthening our local economies.
(7) Appreciates the upgrade addresses the ongoing safety concerns at the Boat Harbour Primary School.
(8) Condemns Labor for its year of failure on the Bass Highway west of Wynyard and its total disregard and under-funding of this critical road infrastructure.
(9) Congratulates the Gutwein Liberal Government for delivering important, safe and efficient transport links throughout our State for locals, employers and tourists alike. (4 March 2020)

268 The Minister for Primary Industries and Water to move—That the House:—
(1) Recognises that the Bushy Park Show was held on 15 February 2020 at the Bushy Park Showgrounds.
(2) Notes that the Show, initially established in 1865 as a garden show, is one of the oldest regional shows in Australia and has grown over the years to showcase local produce and entertainment in a family friendly and country style manner.
(3) Further notes that the Show featured wood chopping, equestrian events, cattle and sheep showing competitions as well as the hard fought Pollie Peel Off.
(4) Acknowledges the support of the Tasmanian majority Liberal Government in funding a grant of $12,000 to enable the purchase of a lawnmower to maintain the Showgrounds, as well as electrical upgrades on the site.
(5) Congratulates the Bushy Park show committee, organisers and volunteers of this wonderful event, for their invaluable efforts. (4 March 2020)
The Minister for Primary Industries and Water to move—That the House:—

(1) Recognises that the Evandale Village Fair & Penny Farthing Championships were held on 22 February 2020.

(2) Notes that the Fair and Championships, first held in 1983, attracts penny farthing enthusiasts from all around the country as well as overseas.

(3) Further notes the event is recognised internationally as the largest annual event in the world devoted to racing antique bicycles, and is officially recognised by the Guinness World Records.

(4) Acknowledges the event has won numerous tourism awards, both in Tasmania and nationally.

(5) Further acknowledges the support of the Tasmanian majority Liberal Government in funding a grant of $1,500 to assist with the planning and hosting of this wonderful community event.

(6) Congratulates and acknowledges the committee, organisers and volunteers of this wonderful event. (4 March 2020)

Ms O'Connor to move—That the House:—

(1) Notes the Electorate of Clark is home to some of the wealthiest Tasmanians, and also the most disadvantaged.

(2) Acknowledges that a significant proportion of the disadvantaged in Hobart's northern suburbs are suffering socially and economically due to the proliferation of poker machines along what is colloquially known as the 'golden mile'.

(3) Further acknowledges that $19 million a year is lost by Glenorchy residents each year through the poker machines in the 'golden mile'.

(4) Understands that over the next 20 years those losses will be close to $380 million.

(5) Further notes the comments of the Honourable Member for Clark, Ms Ogilvie, on social media that she 'secured' the Liberal Government's $1.3 million jobs hub in Glenorchy.

(6) Agrees that the losses through poker machines dwarf the $1.3 million jobs hub the Gutwein Government have promised Ms Ogilvie.

(7) Calls on Ms Ogilvie to reconsider the way she represents her community, remember her previous strong opposition to the Liberals dangerous gambling policy, and commit to voting against the Liberals' pokies enabling legislation when it comes before State Parliament. (4 March 2020)

Ms O'Connor to move—That the House:—

(1) Recognises the critical role that quality journalism and news media play in transparency and accountability for government and strengthening Australia’s democratic system.

(2) Acknowledges the unparalleled contribution Australian Associated Press (AAP) has made to the Australian news landscape across 85 years.

(3) Understands the AAP has provided not only an essential foundation for daily news reporting right across Australia, but also the foundation for the careers of many journalists.

(4) Notes with deep sorrow the announcement of the AAP’s closure.

(5) Extends the gratitude and best wishes of the House to the more than 500 staff across the country who will be directly affected by this announcement.

(6) Further acknowledges with thanks all those dedicated professionals who worked so diligently for the AAP across its long history, and expresses its hope that the decision to end AAP will be reversed. (4 March 2020)

The Minister for Health to move—That the House:—

(1) Notes that the Royal Flying Doctors Commercial Travellers Scholarship Certificate Presentation was held at the Launceston Library on 21 February 2020.

(2) Further notes that the Royal Flying Doctors Service is celebrating 60 years of service to Tasmania in 2020 and the awarding of the 60th scholarship program is to encourage young medical, nursing and dental students to pursue careers in rural areas.

(3) Congratulates and acknowledges scholarship recipients Declan Hilder, Fayral Qureshi and Claire Mackintosh on receiving the Royal Flying Doctors Commercial Travellers Scholarships for 2020 and wishes them all the best for their future endeavours.
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(4) Commends the Royal Flying Doctors Service Tasmania and University of Tasmania on this initiative which helps support and grow our rural health workforce. (5 March 2020)

273 Mrs Rylah to move—That the House:—
(1) Notes safety is a top priority in the workplace.
(2) Condemns the actions of protestors at forestry workplaces who could repeatedly limit a workers' fundamental right to a safe workplace and could prevent the manager or controller of the workplace from providing a means of entering and exiting the workplace without risks to the health and safety of any person.
(3) Further notes that the actions of protestors on a dangerous work site can have tragic consequences, as we have seen in the death of an experienced logger in Lismore in 2013, his death being directly attributed to the protest activity on the site.
(4) Calls on common sense in this situation to acknowledge the undue mental and physical toll these protests can have on workers and local communities. (5 March 2020)

274 Mrs Rylah to move—That the House:—
(1) Recognises the Gutwein Liberal Government is a strong supporter of the growth of sustainable salmon farming in Tasmania, our State's largest primary industry, which was worth an estimated $838 million in 2017/18.
(2) Further recognises this Government's commitment to a high level of biosecurity standards as well as the establishment of the Finfish Farming (compliance and monitoring) unit of the EPA.
(3) Records Tasmania’s environmental monitoring is world class with 100 per cent of leases conducting environmental monitoring and 94 per cent of benthic monitoring surveys being compliant.
(4) Notes that the majority of jobs in aquaculture are created in regional Tasmanian areas, with Petuna for example, supporting local economies in Cressy, Rowella, Macquarie Harbour and Devonport.
(5) Further notes through the strict approval processes, community feedback requirements and an obligation of operators to conduct extensive environmental research, the Government is supporting industry to achieve a $2 billion growth target by 2030.
(6) Condemns the continued negativity by the Greens on the salmon farming sector which damages job prospects and the economic prosperity of these regions.
(7) Acknowledges the commitment to Tasmania’s fisheries sector for over 40 years by Peter and Una Rockliff and welcome the continued commitment of the Sealord group as they take full ownership of Petuna.
(8) Congratulate the salmon industry on the 2018-19 scorecard snapshot which should give the community confidence that the salmon industry continues to grow sustainably and is managed through strong independent regulations and world class science. (5 March 2020)

275 The Minister for Energy to move—That the House:—
(1) Recognises that Hydro Tasmania’s CEO, Steve Davy will step down when his contract ends later in 2020.
(2) Notes that Steve Davy has been serving as the Chief Executive Officer of Hydro Tasmania for almost seven years, and has been with this important Government Business Enterprise for over fifteen years.
(3) Further notes this is an appropriate time to recognise the efforts of Mr Davy who led Hydro through the energy supply challenge to being at the forefront of Australia's renewable energy transition.
(4) Further notes the comments of Hydro Tasmania's Chairman, Grant Every-Burns' regarding Hydro under Mr Davy's leadership: "Hydro Tasmania has laid the groundwork for our future success as a business, taking a bold vision for the role Tasmania can play in a renewable energy future and turning it into an actionable plan through the 'Battery of the Nation' initiative"
(5) Thank Mr Davy for the commitment, energy and hard work he has brought to the CEO role for Hydro Tasmania.
(6) Further Notes that Hydro Tasmania will engage an executive search firm to assist in the recruitment of a new CEO, to start following Mr Davy's departure later in 2020.
(7) Further notes Hydro Tasmania through it 'Battery of the Nation' project is a key part of the Government's world leading commitment to double it renewable energy generation output by 2040, helping to transform Tasmania into the renewable powerhouse of Australia. (18 March 2020)

276 The Minister for Primary Industries and Water to move—That the House:—

(1) Recognises that the Deloraine Street Car Show was held on 16 February 2020.
(2) Notes the 2020 Deloraine Street Car Show is the only street-based car show in Tasmania, drawing approximately 10,000 people to the town to enjoy the hundreds of pre-1988 vehicles on display, along with the live bands, children's entertainment and attractions created for families.
(3) Further notes that these special interest vehicles are an historic link to our motoring past and can be appreciated as works of art, with many painstaking hours put into restoring and preserving these cars.
(4) Acknowledges the support of the Gutwein Liberal Government for the event through a $1,000 grant which I was pleased to help secure.
(5) Observes that support of the community is essential in running such events with the Car Show being supported by at least 25 local businesses and organisations.
(6) Further notes the proceeds raised on the day will support the Deloraine Apex Club, Deloraine SES, Deloraine Fire Brigade and Challengers Hotrod Club.
(7) Commends the organising committee, Van Diemens' Street Rod Club and their sponsors on their efforts and commitment in again hosting a successful Car Show and wish them all the best as they prepare for the 2021 event. (18 March 2020)

SHANE DONNELLY, Clerk of the House